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Abstra t

A generi methodology is proposed for the study of the amplitude modulation
of ele trostati plasma modes via a ollisionless (unmagnetized) one uid plasma
de sription. An expli it analyti al framework is provided for the investigation of
the wave's modulational stability pro le and the o urren e of lo alized envelope
stru tures, whose expli it forms are presented and dis ussed.

In a general manner, several known ele trostati plasma modes [1℄
onsist of propagating os illations of one dynami al plasma onstituent, say (mass
m , harge q  s Z e; e is the absolute ele tron harge; s = s = q =jq j = 1 is
the harge sign ), against a ba kground of one (or more) onstituent(s) 0 (mass m ,
harge q  s Z e, similarly); the latter is (are) often assumed to obey a known
distribution, e.g. being in a xed (uniform) or in a thermalized (Maxwellian) state, for
simpli ity, depending on the parti ular aspe ts (e.g. frequen y s ales) of the physi al
system onsidered. For instan e, the ion-a ousti (IA) mode refers to ions ( = i)
os illating against a Maxwellian ele tron ba kground ( 0 = e) [2℄, the ele tron-a ousti
(EA) mode [3℄ refers to ele tron os illations ( = e) against a xed ion ba kground ( 0 =
i), and so forth [1℄ The purpose of this brief paper is to provide a generi methodologi al
framework for the study of the nonlinear (self-)modulation of the amplitude of su h
ele trostati modes, a me hanism known to be asso iated with harmoni generation and
the formation of lo alized envelope modulated wave pa kets, su h as the ones abundantly
observed during laboratory experiments and satellite observations, e.g. in the Earth's
magnetosphere.
1. Introdu tion.

0

0

2. The model.

0

0

The standard (single) uid model, for the inertial spe ies reads:

n
+ r  (n u) = 0 ;
(1)
t

u
+
u  ru = s r
rp ;
(2)
t
n
p
+ u  rp =
pru;
(3)
dt
where the parti le density n , mean uid velo ity u , pressure p and ele tri potential
 are s aled as: n = n =n ;0 , u = u = , p = p =n ;0kB T , and  = jq j=(kB T),
where n ;0 is the equilibrium density and  = (kB T =m )1=2 is a hara teristi (e.g.
sound) velo ity. Time and spa e are s aled over appropriately hosen s ales t0 [e.g.
!p;1 = (4n ;0 q 2 =m ) 1=2 ℄ and r0 =  t0 ; = P = V = 1 + 2=f is the spe i heat ratio;
T is the uid temperature, and T is an e e tive temperature (related to the ba kground
onsidered), to be determined for ea h problem under onsideration (kB is Boltzmann's
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onstant). The temperature ratio T =T is denoted by  (the so- alled old model is
re overed for  = 0). The Lorentz for e term was omitted, sin e wave propagation
along the external magneti
eld ( x^) is onsidered. The system is losed by Poisson's
P
2
equation
r  = 4 = ;f g n q. Overall neutrality is assumed at equilibrium, i.e.
P
= ;f g n;0 q = 0.
0

0

What follows is essentially an implementation of the long known redu tive perturbation te hnique, whi h was rst applied in
the study of ele tron plasma [4℄ and ele tron- y lotron [5℄ waves, three de ades ago.
The above system of evolution equations for the state ve tor S = fn; u; g des ribes
ele trostati harmoni waves in the form S = S0 exp[i(kr !t)℄ + : :. In order to
study the modulational stability pro le of these ele trostati waves and model the nonlinear harmoni generation me hanism entering into play when their amplitude be omes
non-negligible, we onsider small deviations from the equilibrium state S(0) = (1; 0; 0)T ,
viz. S = S(0) + S(1) +P2 S(2) + :::, where   1 is a smallness parameter. We
have
(n)
(n) 
(n) (X; T ) eil(kr !t)
1
(
n
)
assumed that Sj = l= 1 Sj;l
(for j = 1; 2; :::; Sj; l = Sj;l , for reality), thus allowing the wave amplitude to depend on the stret hed (slow ) oordinates
X = (x v~g t) ; T = 2 t [where v~g = ! (k)=kx is the wave group velo ity along
the modulation dire tion x℄. The amplitude modulation dire tion is assumed oblique
with respe t to the (arbitrary) propagation dire tion, expressed by the wave ve tor
k = (kx ; ky ) = (k os ; k sin ). A ordingly, we set: =t ! =t v~g =X + 2 =T
and =x ! =x + =X (while =y remains un hanged). By expanding near   0,
Poisson's eq. may formally be ast in the form
(4)
r2 =  2 + 0 3 s (n 1) ;
where the exa t form of the oeÆ ients , 0 and , whi h should be determined exa tly
for any spe i problem, ontain all the essential dependen e on the plasma parameters.
Note that the right-hand side in Eq. (4) an els at equilibrium. Substituting into Eqs.
(1) - (4), one is then left with the task of isolating orders in n (i.e. n = 1; 2; :::) and
su essively solve for the harmoni amplitudes Sj;l(n) . The al ulation, parti ularly lengthy
yet straightforward, an be found e.g. in [2℄ for IA (s = +1) and in [3℄ for EA waves
(s = 1) (also see [6, 7℄ for details on the method).
The rst harmoni amplitudes are determined (to order  1 ) as
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
2
n(1)
1 = s[(1 + k )= ℄ ; u1;x = (!=k) os  n1 ; u1;y = (!=k) sin  n1 ; p1 = n1
2
in terms of the potential orre tion (1)
1  , along with the dispersion relation ! =
2
2
k =(k + 1). Furthermore, the amplitudes of the 2nd and 0th ( onstant) harmoni
orre tions are obtained in  2 ; the lengthy expressions are omitted for brevityy.
3. Weakly nonlinear os illation regime.

The potential orre tion is found to obey
a ompatibility ondition in the form of a nonlinear S hrodinger{type equation (NLSE)

4. The envelope evolution equation.

2

(5)
+
P 2 + Q j j2 = 0 :
T
X
Both the dispersion oeÆ ient P , in fa t related to the urvature of the dispersion urve
as P =  2 !=2kx2 = [!00(k) os2  + !0(k) sin2 =k℄=2, and the nonlinearity oeÆ ient
i
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Q, whi

h is due to arrier wave self-intera tion, are fun tions of k,  and , as expe ted
(in addition to ; 0, for Q). The exa t general expressions thus obtained (omitted hereyy
[8℄) may be tailor t to any given ele trostati plasma wave problem (via the form of
the parameters ; 0; ) in view of a numeri al investigation of the wave's amplitude
dynami s (e.g. stability pro le, wave lo alization; see in the following).
It is known that the evolution of a
wave whose amplitude obeys Eq. (5) depends on the oeÆ ient produ t P Q, whi h may
be investigated in terms of the physi al parameters involved. The resulting modulated
wave here is of the form =  0 os(kx !t + ) + O(2 ), where the slowly varying
amplitude 0 (x; t) and phase orre tion (x; t) are determined by (solving) Eq. (5)
for = 0 exp(i) (see [8℄ for details; also [2, 3, 6, 7℄ for a summary).
5. Stability pro le { envelope ex itations.
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Figure 1: Bright wavepa ket, for two di

-0.4

erent (arbitrary) sets of parameter values.

For positive P Q, the arrier wave is modulationally unstable and may thus either
ollapse, due to external perturbations, or lead to the formation of bright envelope modulated wavepa kets, i.e. lo alized envelope pulses on ning the arrier (see Fig. 1):
X v T 
 2P 1=2


1
ve2  
e
se h
; =
(6)
0=
QL2
L
2P veX +
2 T
[8℄, where ve is the envelope velo ity; L and represent the pulse's spatial width and
os illation frequen y, respe tively. We note that L and 0 satisfy L 0 = (2P=Q)1=2 =
onstant [in ontrast with Korteweg-deVries (KdV) solitons, where L2 0 = onst: instead℄. Also, the maximum amplitude 0 is independent from the velo ity ve here.
For negative P Q, the arrier wave is modulationally stable and may propagate as
a dark/grey envelope wavepa kets, i.e. a propagating lo alized envelope hole (a void )
amidst a uniform wave energy region. The exa t expression for dark envelopes reads:
X v T 
1 [v X + (2P Q 0 2 ve2 )T ℄
e
0
;

=
(7)
0 =  0 tanh
0
L0
2P e
2
(see Fig. 2a); again, L0 00 = (2jP=Qj)1=2 (= st.). The grey envelope reads [8℄:
00 f1 d2 se h2 f[X v T ℄=L00 gg1=2
; (8)
0 =
e
0




v
T
X
 = 21P V0 X 21 V02 2P Q 0020 T + 0 S sin 1  d tanh( L ) 1=2 : (9)
1 d2 se h2 X Lv T
e

00

e

00
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Here 0 is a onstant phase; S denotes the produ t S = sign(P )  sign(ve V0). The
pulse width L00 = (jP=Qj)1=2=(d 000 ) now also depends on the real parameter
q d, given by:
2
2
2
00
d = 1+q
(ve V0) =(2P Q 0 )  1. V0 = onst: 2 < satis es [8℄: V0 2jP Qj 0020 
ve  V0 + 2jP Qj 0020 . For d = 1 (thus V0 = ve ), one re overs the dark envelope soliton.
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Figure 2: Dark (left) and grey (right) type modulated wavepa ket (for P Q < 0). See
that the amplitude never rea hes zero in the latter ase.
The envelope modulated lo alized ele trostati stru tures (wave pa kets) whi h are widely observed during satellite missions and laboratory experiments, may
be eÆ iently modeled by making use of the standard redu tive perturbation method [4,
5℄. Expli it riteria for the ex itation type (and the arrier wave stability) are thus
obtained, allowing for an analysis of the nonlinear pro le of a (any) given ele trostati
mode under onsideration. An extended report is under way and will be reported soon
[7℄.
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